the full dataset, but this is likely not a result of the lack of effect, but simply the loss of data 23 (34% of individuals died before day 10). Pairwise comparison of host filtering rate differences between temperature 25 variability treatments
26
All temperature variability treatments (1, 2, and 4 hour exposure treatments) reduced host 27 filtering rate significantly compared to constant conditions, but did not differ from one another 28 (Table S1 ). This may mean that any amount of temperature variability greater than our 
Filtering rate estimation 36
Here, we provide more detail about how we estimated host filtering rates, and compare our re-37 sults to other filtering rate studies. Filtering rates were estimated with flourscent microspheres
38
(20-27 µm diameter, Cospheric LLC, Santa Barbara,CA). We exposed hosts to a known concen- 
